Introduction
There are several methodologies to investigate the satellite ACS performance, depending on the investigation objectives. Computer simulations cannot be the appropriate one. The use of experimental platforms have the important advantage of allowing the satellite dynamics representation in laboratory and once validated this platform, it is possible to accomplish experiments associated with simulations to evaluate satellites ACS with simple rigid dynamics as well as complex configurations involving flexible components. The preference for using experimental test is associated to the possibility of introducing more realism than the simulation, however, it has the difficulty of reproducing zero gravity and torque free space condition, extremely relevant for satellites with complex dynamics and ACS with great degree of precision. Experimental platforms with rotation around three axes are more complicated assemblies than rotation around one axis, but it is more representative. Examples of the use of experimental platforms for investigating different aspects of the satellite dynamic and control system can be found in (Hall, et al., 2002 and Berry, et al., 2003) . A classic case of a phenomenon with no experimental investigations before launch was the dissipation energy effect that has altered the satellite Explorer I rotation (Kaplan, 1976) . A pioneering experiment to study energy dissipation effect has been done by . An important aspect that is possible to investigate through experimental platforms is the satellite inertia parameters identification. An initial way to estimate the inertia parameters is using the CAD software. The results obtained by CAD can be compared to the results obtained through estimation techniques. The least square method with batch processing was used with success by the satellite simulator developed by Ahmed, et al. (1998) and Tanygin and Williams (1997) . For platforms where the dynamic has variation in time, like, mass center and inertia parameters variation, the application of parameters estimation methods in real time becomes more appropriate. Lee and Wertz, (2002) has developed an algorithm based on the least square method to identify mass parameters of a space vehicle in rotation during attitude maneuvers. Methods with the same objectives, but based on Kalman filter theory were used by Bergmann and Dzielski (1990) . Experimental platforms can also be used for familiarizing with modeling aspect and controllers designed for complex space structures (Dichmann and Sedlak, 1998 ). An experimental apparatus was used in (Cannon and Rosenthal, 1984) to investigate the dynamics and the control laws for a satellite composed of rigid and flexible parts. The results showed that the control of the flexible structure is extremely sensitive to the variation of the parameters of the system, indicating the need of more robust control strategies (Souza, 1992) in order to improve the controller performance. A detailed model with the equations of motions and control law design for a satellite simulator has been done by Souza (2007) .
Equations of motion for the simulator
The 3D simulator of INPE with rotation in three axes and the 1D simulator with rotation in the vertical axis are shown in Fig. 1 . Both simulators have a disk-shaped platform, supported on a plane and a spherical air bearing, respectively. The platform can accommodate various satellites components; like sensors, actuators, computers and its respective interface and electronic. However, at the moment only the 1D is equipped with a sensor, an actuator, a computer, a battery and its respective interfaces. The 3D simulator equations of motion are derived considering the coordinates system (x, y, z) that is fixed to the platform with origin in its rotation center and the coordinate systems (x, y, z) 1,2,3 fixed to the reaction wheels 1, 2 and 3 with origin in their respective mass centers and aligned with their rotation axes, as shown The platform angular moment is the sum of the base and reaction wheels angular moment given by:
where the angular velocity of the base is r W v r r r × = and the reaction wheels is
Introducing the last two velocities expression into Eq.(2) one has ) which in compact form can be represented by
The equations of motion of the platform is obtained by deriving the total angular moment and equalizing to the external torques acting on the platform which is given by
represents the center of gravity location where the gravitational force (mg) acts.
Applying the same principle, the reaction wheels equations of motion are given by
[ ] where T 1 , 2,3 and I 1,2,3 are the control input and inertia moments of the reaction wheels.
The kinematics equations in terms of Euler angles (φ, θ, ψ) in the sequence 3-2-1 are given by
Putting Eq. (6) and Eq.(7) together with respect to the same coordination system yields 
where M represent the mass matrix, X the state vector of the system and F(x) the function matrix given by the right hand side elements of Eq.(8)
Control law and parameters estimation
In order to design the control law, Eq.(9) needs to be linear. Therefore, assuming small angular displacements the equations of motion for the design purpose is 
where Y represents the system outputs (measures) and C the sensor location matrix.
A control law used is a PD type given by
where the gains are obtained by applying the pole allocation method (Ogata,1998).
The equations of motion obtained previouslly are in general form and can be applied for different satellite attitude system. The identification process employed uses the equations of motion in its linear matrix form. From now on the vector X consists of the parameters to be identified, here the elements of the inertia matrix and those terms give the location of the platform center of gravity. The elements of vector Y contain terms associated to the sensor measures and reaction wheels inertia matrix, therefore totally known.
The identification is done by applying an algorithm based on the least square method, in the form
where the matrix G contains the measurements of the angles, angular velocities and angular accelerations, which are functions of the types of sensor used. See (Souza, 2007) for details.
Considering that the matrixes and
are obtained in the instant (or step) k with measurements obtained at instant t(k-1), the recursive form of the least square method needs to satisfy the following 
Simulation results

Parameters estimation of the 3D simulator
The 3D simulator parameters estimation is done by simulating the dynamics given by Eq. (11) with the control law given by Eq. (12), using the platform and reaction wheel inertias and the external torque shown in Table 1 in international system unit. The parameters estimation obtained by applying the least square recursive method to the measurements are taken in time interval of 5s for a simulation period of 20s. Figures 3, 4 and 5 show the platform inertias and external torques parameters estimations, respectively. From Figs. 3, 4, and 5 one observes that, although it is necessary a great number of interactions to obtain an accurately parameters estimative, the recursive procedure is stable, once the error tend to decrease with time.
That behavior shows that the recursive least square method is adequate to estimate the system parameters.
Parameters estimation of 1D simulator
In order to apply the previous described recursive procedure to estimate the 1D simulator inertia moment using experimental data, the 3D equation of motion is simplified for rotation around the vertical axis. These simplification results in the following equations of motion which can be included in Eq.(13) form and then it is possible to apply the recursive least square method given by Eq.(14). It is important to mention that now the gyroscope measures the platform angular velocity and the reaction wheel generates torque.
The information about the equipments used in the experiments is given in Table 1. Figure 6 shows the experiment set up with components, beside the battery, the antenna and interfaces used in the experiment that is described in the sequence. In the experiment, initially, both platform angular and reaction wheel velocities are equal to zero. Then one sends a commander to the reaction wheel so that its angular velocity increases up to a certain value. After that, one sends another commander to decrease the reaction wheel angular velocity up to zero, as showed by the red line in Fig. 7 . The reaction wheel acceleration, blue line, is obtained numerically That action makes the platform to rotate with opposite angular velocity, following a rotation other way around, as showed by the red line in Fig. 8 . Platform acceleration, blue line, is also obtained numerically. During that process the gyroscope measures the platform angular velocity and the reaction wheel angular velocity is also measured.
It is important to say that the platform friction has been neglected. The value of inertia moment estimated is around 0.51Kgm 
Conclusions
In this paper a 3D mathematical model of a platform that permit to simulate a satellite ACS is developed. The model is represented by the satellite equations of motion in three axes, with three reactions wheel as actuators and three gyroscopes as angular sensors. The control system is designed based on PD control laws using the poles allocation method. That simulator model is used to generate data to estimate the inertia parameters of the 3D platform by the least square recursive method. The simulations have shown that the recursive algorithm is reliable. The 3D estimation algorithm is simplified for 1D platform prototype from which real data is obtained to estimate the 1D platform inertia moment with great precision. It is important to stress that the inertia moment estimated by this procedure is in agreement with the values obtained by other method (Carrara and Milani, 2007) .
